
Nalanda Open University 
Annual Examination - 2014 

Bachelor in Computer Application (BCA), Part-I 

Paper-I [Foundation Course in English for Computing (CS-610)] 
Time: 3.00 Hrs.                                                                                         Full Marks: 80 

Answer all questions. 
 

1. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:- 

  The new dangers resulting from our more organic society call for certain changes in 

the kind of character that is admired. The bold buccaneer, or the great conqueror 

such as Alexander or Napoleon, has been admired and is still admired although the 

world can no longer afford this type of character. We come here upon a diffidently. It 

is a good thing that people should be adventurous and that there should be scope for 

individual enterprise, but the adventure and enterprise, if they are not to bring total 

disaster, must steer clear of certain fields in which they were formally possible. You 

can still, without harm to your fellowmen wish to be the first man to reach the moon. 

You may wish to be a great poet or a great composer or a man who advances the 

boundaries of scientific knowledge. Such adventure injures no one. But if Napoleon 

is your ideal, you must be restrained. Certain kind of anarchic self-assertion which 

are splendid in the literature or tragedy, have com to involve too much risk. A 

motorist alone on an empty road may drive as he pleases, but in crowded traffic he 

must obey the rules. More and more the lives of the individuals come to resemble the 

motorist in traffic rather than the lonely driver in an empty desert. 

(Bertrand Russell) 5 × 3 = 15 
 Questions : 
 (a) Choose a suitable title to the passage. 
 (b) Why can't the modern world afford to have adventurous characters like 

Alexander or Napoleon? 
 (c) What is splendid in the literature of tragedy? 
 (d) What idea does the writer want to convey by giving the analogy of a motorist? 
 (e) What kind of adventures injures no one? 

2. Write an essay of about 400 words on any one of the following : 20 
 (a) A friends in need is a friend indeed 
 (b) Advantages & disadvantages of e-courses 
 (c) The Computer Revolution 
 (e) Detective Fiction 

3. Turn the following into Passive Voice : 05 
 (a) He urged the Council to reduce the rates. 
 (b) He wants someone to take photographs. 
 (c) My father planted this tree. 
 (d) He hurt his leg in an accident. 
 (e) They are repairing the bridge. 

4. Make the following words negative by adding the appropriate prefix : 10 
 (i) Congruous (ii) Accustomed (iii) Admissible (iv) Collegiate  
 (v) Animate (vi) Valuation (vii) Own (viii) Climax  
 (ix) Fortune (x) Deed 
 



5. Write a paragraph in about 200 words on any one of the following: 10 
 (a) Wealth and happiness do not go together. 
 (b) Computer has brought about a rapid change in human life. 
 (c) World is changing rapidly. 

6. Fill in the blanks with a, an, or the :- 05 
 (a) He belongs to ........................... rich family. 
 (b) I thought you were ........................... honest man. 
 (c) I am not ........................... good judge of poetry. 
 (d) I had to wait at ........................... bus stand for a long time. 
 (e) The students have formed ........................... union. 

7. Fill in the blanks in the following sentences by using the appropriate words from the 
list given below :-   05 

  Monster, Computer, Analog Computer, Digital Computer, Micro Computer, Mini Computer 
 (a) A Computer that measures continuously data such as speed and chemical 

composition is called an ........................... . 
 (b) The largest, fastest and most expensive class of Computer is known as 

........................... . 
 (c) A ........................... is distinguished from a main Computer by small size, lower 

cost and less data handling capacity. 
 (d) A ........................... manipulates discontinuous data and performs arithmetic and 

logic operations in such data. 
 (e) A small computing machine based upon an integrated circuit microprocessor is 

generally known as ........................... . 

8. Answer the following questions :- 10 
 (a) Why is demand for monster computer increasing? 
 (b) From where does the mini computer get its name? 
 (c) What are the special features of mainframe computers? 
 (d) Why are the digital computers popular in the business world? 
 (e) For what sort of data are analog computers used? 
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Answer any Five questions. Question No. 1 is Compulsory. All questions carry equal marks. 

fdUgha ik¡pik¡pik¡pik¡p ç'uksa ds mÙkj nhft, A ç'u la0 1 vfuok;Z gS Aç'u la0 1 vfuok;Z gS Aç'u la0 1 vfuok;Z gS Aç'u la0 1 vfuok;Z gS A lHkh ç'uksa ds vad leku gSa A 
 
1. Compulsory objective questions. Answer all 16 objective type questions mentioned 

below. Each question carries one mark. 

 vfuok;Z oLrqfu"B ç'u A v/kksfyf[kr lHkh 16 oLrqfu"B ç'uksa dk mÙkj nhft, A çR;sd dk 
vad 1 gS A 

 (a) Tick (√) or (×) as the case may be :- 

  lgh ¼√½ vFkok xyr ¼×½] tSlh fLFkfr gks] fpà yxkosa %& 
  (i) The Right to Compulsory Primary Education has been implemented in 

Bihar from the 1st April, 2010. (Right/Wrong) 

   fcgkj esa 1 vçSy] 2010 ls vfuok;Z çkFkfed f'k{kk ds vf/kdkj dks ykxw dj fn;k 
x;k gS A ¼lgh@xyr½ 

  (ii) 50% seats have been reserved for women in Panchayati Raj Institutions of 
Bihar. (Right/Wrong) 

   fcgkj ds iapk;rh jkt laLFkkvksa esa efgykvksa ds fy, 50 çfr'kr LFkku vkjf{kr 
fd;k x;k gS A ¼lgh@xyr½ 

  (iii) During New Stone Age no surplus food was available after self 
consumption. (Right/Wrong) 

   uo ik"kk.k dky ds nkSjku vius [kkus ds ckn Qkyrw vukt miyC/k ugha Fkk A 
    ¼lgh@xyr½ 
  (iv) The industrialization of England was largely responsible for the  

  de-industrialization of India.  (Right/Wrong) 

   baXyS.M dk vkS|ksfxdhdj.k Hkkjr ds fo&vkS|ksfxdhdj.k ds fy, O;kid :i ls   
   ftEesnkj Fkk A ¼lgh@xyr½ 
  (v) The drain theory was put forward by the Western Scholars. (Right/Wrong) 

   Mªsu fl)kUr if'peh fo}kuksa us çLrqr fd;k Fkk A 
  (vi) Knowledge is closely linked with racial superiority. (Right/Wrong) 

   Kku dk çtkrh; Js"Brk ls fudV lEcU/k gS A ¼lgh@xyr½ 
  (vii) The Bronze Age dates back to 5000 B.C. (Right/Wrong) 

   dkaL; ;qx dk dky 5000 o"kZ bZlk iwoZ gS A 
  (viii) The solar calendar for the first time was developed in China.(Right/Wrong) 

   loZçFke] phu esa lksyj dSysUMj ¼lw;Z nSfuUnuh½ fodflr gqvk Fkk A ¼lgh@xyr½ 
 (b) Fill in the blanks :- 

   fjDr LFkkuksa dh iwfrZ dhft, %& 
   (i) "The man makes himself" has been written by ............................... . 

    ^^eSu esDl fgelsYQ** --------------------------------------------- }kjk jfpr gS A 
   (ii) The flow of Tigris river is ................................... . 

    fVxfjl unh dh /kkjk ---------------------------------------- gS A 
  (iii) In 1887, the German Historain Brunner traced the genesis of feudalism to 

the ................................. . 

   1887 esa teZu bfrgkldkj czwuj us dgk Fkk fd lkearokn dk laca/k ------------------------- ls gS A  
  (iv) Colonel James Tod believed that classical European feudalism existed in 

India in the .............................. Province. 

   duZy tsEl VkM dh /kkj.kk Fkh fd ;wjksih; lkearokn Hkkjr ds ------------------------------------ 
çkUr esa fo|eku Fkh A 

[P.T.O] 



  (v) Pico-della Marendola (15th century humanist) belonged to ............................. 
(Country's name). 

   fidks fnYyk fejksunksyk ¼15oha 'krkCnh dk ekuooknh½ ------------------ dk ¼ns'k dk uke½ Fkk A 
   (vi) The Indian Constitution was enacted on .................................... . 

    Hkkjrh; lafo/kku -------------------------------------- dks vf/kfu;fer fd;k x;k Fkk A 
   (vii) The partition of Bengal plan on announced on ............................. . 

    caxky foHkktu ;kstuk --------------------------------------- dks ?kksf"kr dh x;h Fkh A 
   (viii) Bihar province was created in the year .............................. . 

    fcgkj çkar dk l`tu --------------------------------- o"kZ esa fd;k x;k Fkk A 
2. How did the human life of the New Stone Age differ from that of the Old Stone Age. 

 uo ik"kk.k dky esa ekuo thou fdl çdkj iqjk ik"kk.k dky ls fHkUu Fkk\ 
3. Highlight the achievements in the field of art and architecture during Reniassance. 

 uotkxj.k dky esa dyk rFkk okLrq dyk ds {ks= dh çeq[k mifC/k;ksa ij çdk'k Mkfy, A 
4. Give a brief account of the mass movements launched by Gandhiji in India's struggle 

for freedom. 

 Hkkjr ds Lora=rk laxzke esa xk¡/khth }kjk pyk;s x;s tu vkanksyuksa dk laf{kIr fooj.k nhft,A 
5. What is regionalism? Is it an impediment to national unity in India? 

 {ks=okn D;k gS\ D;k ;g Hkkjr esa jk"Vªh; ,drk esa ,d ck/k d rÙo gS\ 
6. Discuss the approaches to understanding social change. 

 lkekftd ifjoÙkZu dks le>us ds n`f"Vdks.k dh ppkZ dhft, A 
7. Highlight the key issues in Modern Governance. 

 vk/kqfud ^vfHk'kklu* ¼xousZal½ esa lfEefyr eq[; eqíksa ij izdk'k Mkfy, A 
8. Examine the constituents of economic reforms in India. 

 Hkkjr esa vkfFkZd lq/kkjksa ds la?kVd rÙoksa dk ijh{k.k dhft, A 
9. What do you mean by Planning? Discuss the objectives of Planning in India. 

 ;kstuk ls vki D;k le>rs gSa\ Hkkjr esa ;kstuk ds çeq[k mís';ksa dh foospuk dhft, A 
10. How can ICT be used for development in India? 

 Hkkjr esa vkbZ-lh-Vh- dks fodkl ds fy, fdl rjg mi;ksx esa yk;k tk ldrk gS\ 
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Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 

1. Explain various components of MS-Excel that makes it easier to use. 
 
2. How Internet is useful. Explain the Working of an Internet and the devices used to run internet. 
 
3. What is DNS? How are they used for network addressing? Name come commonly used domain 

names. 
 
4. What are Decision Trees? What kind of problems can be best solved using decision trees. 

Assuming one such problem, show its proof. 
 
5. What is a template in MS-Excel ? How is it different from Auto templates? Explain the use of 

Auto templates. 
 

6. A certain number of men could do a piece of work in 60 days. If there were 8 more men it could 
be  finished in 10 days less. Find the number of men that were there in the beginning. 
 

7. What are Macros? Explain their utility in MS-Excel. Write steps for recording and running a 
macro in MS-Excel. 

 
8. What is the utility of viewing a worksheet in multiple windows? Explain four ways of arranging 

the windows on the screen. How can data in a database be filtered?  
 

9. What is "Alignment”? Explain the four alignment options which can be used for document 
alignment. Differentiate between a Worksheet and Workbook.  
 

10.  Write short notes on : 
(a)  Browser 
(b)  Firewall 
(c)  Pivot Table 
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Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 
1. Find the limits : 

 (a) 
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2. (a) To find differential coefficient of Cot x with respect to x with the help of first 
Principle. 

 (b) Find the square root of 7 – 30 2− . 
3. (a) Find x and y if : (x + iy) + (7 – 5i) = 9 + 4i. 
 (b) If 1, w, w2 be three cube roots of 1 then show that (3 + w + 3w2)6 = 64 

4. Find 
dx

dy
: 

 (a) y = x2 Cosx· Cot x  (b)  y = 
21 x

xCosx

+
  (c) y = log (x + 22 ax + )  (d) y + x = Sin (y + x) 

5. (a) Find the maximum and minimum values of x3 – 2x2 + x + 6 
 (b) Find A × B and B × A if A = [2, 3, 4], B = [a, b] 
6. Integrate the following : 

 (a) ∫ +
−

dx
x

x
2

2

1

3
  (b) ∫ ∝−

∝−
dx

CosCosx

CosxCos 22
  

 (c)  ∫ dx
x

xSin
  (d) ∫ dxx4tan  

7. Solve the following equations by Descart's method : 
 (a) x4 – 2x2 + 8x – 3 = 0  (b)  x4 + 8x3 + 9x2 – 8x = 10 
8. Solve the following simultaneous equations by Crammer's rule : 

x + y + z = 3 
2x – y + z = 2 

x – 2y + 3z = 2 
9. Find the equation of a sphere with centre (2, 0, –3) and which touches the plane  

3x + 4y – z = 5. 
10. Find all the asymptotes of the curve : 
 x3 – 6x2y + 11xy2 – 6y3 + x + y = 0 
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Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
fdUgha ik¡p ç'uksa ds mÙkj nhft, A lHkh ç'uksa ds vad leku gSa A 

 
1. Define and distinguish with example any Three of the following pairs:- 

 v/kksfyf[kr ;qXeksa ls fdUgha rhurhurhurhu dks ifjHkkf"kr dhft, ,oa lksnkgj.k fofHkUurk crkb;s%& 
 (a) Paleontology and Archaeology ¼thok'e foKku ,oa iqjkrRofoKku½ 
 (b) Alchemy and Amalgamation ¼dhfe;kxj ,oa veyxeu½ 
 (c) Telescope and Spectroscopy ¼VsyhLdksih ,oa LiSDVªksLdksih½ 
 (d) Calligraphy and Cartography ¼dSfyxzkQh ,oa dkVksZxzkQh½ 
2. Describe the role of AIR and Doordarshan in educatin. 

 f'k{kk esa vkdk'ok.kh vkSj nwjn'kZu dh Hkwfedk crkb, A 
3. Comment briefly on agriculture in the following special areas:- 

 fuEufyf[kr fo'ks"k {ks=ksa esa Ñf"k ds ckjs esa la{ksi esa fyf[k,%& 
 (a) Arid zone ¼'kq"d çns'k½ (b) Dry land ¼lw[kh Hkwfe½ 
 (c) Hilly land ¼igkM+h çns'k½ 
4. (a) In what way the concept of spontaneous generation of life was discarded by the 

works of Louis Pasteur? 

  yqbZ ikLpj ds vuqla/kkuksa us thou Lor% tuu fl)kar dks fdl çdkj xyr fl) 
fd;k\ 

 (b) Explain briefly the impacts of Miller's experiment on the classical theories of 
origin of life. 

  thou dh mRifÙk ds iqjkus fl)karksa ij feyj ds ç;ksx ls gq, çHkkoksa dh la{ksi esa O;k[;k 
dhft, A 

5. What is Balanced Diet? Describe the composition of Balance Diet for an adult. 

 larqfyr vkgkj D;k gS\ ,d o;Ld ds fy, larqfyr vkgkj ds ?kVdksa dk o.kZu dhft, A 
6. Match the vitamins and minerals given in column I with their functions listed in 

column II of the following : 

 fuEufyf[kr LraHk I esa of.kZr foVkfeu ,oa [kfut ¼feujy½ dks LarHk II esa fn, x, dk;ks± ls 
feyku djkb;s A 

 Column I ¼Lra¼Lra¼Lra¼LraHk Hk Hk Hk I½½½½    Column II ¼LraHk ¼LraHk ¼LraHk ¼LraHk II½½½½    
 (a) Vitamin B (i) Builds resistance to infection 

  foVkfeu ch  laØe.k ls çfrjks/k fuekZ.k 
 (b) Vitamin A (ii) Necessary for the formation of hemoglobin of the blood 

  foVkfeu ,  jDr esa gseksXyksfcu ds fuekZ.k ds fy, vko';d 

 (c) Vitamin D (iii) Its absence may cause bow legs 

  foVkfeu Mh  blds vHkko esa iSjksa dk Vs<+kiu gksuk 
 (d) Vitamin K (iv) For building strong bones and teeth 

  foVkfeu ds  gìh ,oa nk¡r dks etcwr cukuk 
 (e) Vitamin C (v) Help us to have healthy eyes, smooth skin and shiny hair 

  foVkfeu lh  LoLFk us=] dkser Rokpk ,ao pednkj cky ds fy, lgk;d 

 (f) Calcium (vi) It prevents bleeding 

  dSyfl;e  jDr çokg dks jksduk 
 (g) Iron (vii) Important for proper functioning of nerves and brain 

  ykSg  ul ,oa efLr"d ds egRoiw.kZ dk;Z 
 (h) Iodine (viii) Prevents swelling of thyroid gland 

  vkb;ksfMu  Fkk;jkbM xazfFk ds lwtu dh jksd 

1 



7. Define and distinguish with example any Three of the following pairs: 

 v/kksfyf[kr ;qXeksa ls fdUgha rhurhurhurhu dks ifjHkkf"kr dhft, ,oa lksnkgj.k fofHkUurk crkb;s%& 
 (a) Black dwarf and White dwarf  

  ¼CySd MokQZ ,oa OgkbZV MokQZ½ 
 (b) Intergalactic and Interstellar 

  ¼bUVjXySfCd ,oa bUVjfLVyj½ 
 (c) Abiotic factors and Biotic factors 

  ¼,cksfVd QSDVlZ ,oa ckW;ksfVd QSDVlZ½ 
 (d) Mass communication and Interpersonal communication 

  ¼ekl dE;wfuds'ku ,oa bUVjilZuy dE;wfuds'ku½ 
8. Write short answers for the following questions : 

 v/kksfyf[kr ç'uksa ds fy, laf{kIr mÙkj fyf[k,%& 
 (a) What are the salient features of mixed and relay-cropping system? 

  feDlM~ ,oa fjys&Økfiax ç.kkyh dh D;k çeq[k fo'ks"krk,¡ gSa\ 
 (b) What points should one keep in mind while using fertilizers? 

  ¼moZjd dk ç;ksx djrs le; fdu&fdu fcUnqvksa ij /;ku j[kuk pkfg,\ 
9. Write the name of the Causative microbe for the following diseases. 

 fuEufyf[kr jksxksa ds mRiknd ekbZØkscksZ ds uke fyf[k, A 
 (a) Cholera ¼gStk½ (b) Ring Worm ¼nkn½ 
 (c) AIDS ¼,M~l½ (d) Chiken Pox ¼NksVh ekrk½ 
 (e) Malaria ¼eysfj;k½ (f) Conjuctivitis ¼us=&'ys"iyk½ 
 (g) Guinea Worm ¼fxuh&Ñfe½ (h) Leprosy ¼dq"B½ 
10. Discuss the causes and remedies of Water Pollution. 

 ty çnw"k.k ds dkj.kksa ,oa funku dk foospu dhft, A 
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Nalanda Open University 
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Bachelor in Computer Application (BCA), Part-II 

Paper-IX (System Analysis & Design), CS-05 
Time: 3.00 Hrs.                                                                                         Full Marks: 80 

Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 

1.  Define any four basic elements in System Analysis.  Explain the types of feasibility 
study. Also give an example of each. 

2. List three features common to all types of File Organisations. Also, list three other 
features that are specific to each type of File Organisation.  

3.   Define Ergonomics. Give two objectives of it.  Write two goals each of recovery 
testing and user acceptance testing. 

4.   List and justify four qualities of a good system analyst. Give two reasons why a 
system analyst should be involved with any project. 

5.   Explain  the following terms :  
 (i) EDP       (ii) MIS             (iii) DSS               (iv) EIS          (v) KBS 

6.  What is the purpose of a DFD ? Give the rules of designing a DFD. Design a DFD for 
a Library Management  System.  

7.   Explain the levels of quality assurance' with an example of each.  Define the term 
"system reliability"' Also give an example of an unreliable system. 

8. What is the need of testing in a system development life cycle ? Explain five testing 
techniques. 

9.   Why do we require documentation ? Mention four software design and 
documentation tools.  Also give one purpose of each tool.  

10.   Why maintenance important in software?  What are the different types of system 
maintenance ? Explain them  briefly. 
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Paper-X (Database Management System), CS-06 
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Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 

1. Define Data Manipulation Language(DML). List the various types of DML 
commands used in DBMS. Explain any four DML commands, their usage and 
example SQL statement.  

2. Draw an ER diagram for an Insurance company covering the following aspects : 
 (i) Various policies available    (ii) Applying for a new policy   
 (iii) Insurance claim   (iv) Claim after maturity  
 (v)  Renewal 
 Clearly indicate the entities, attributes, relationship and the key constraints.  

3. What are the main features of client/server model ? Explain the stages involved in 
the development of an application using client/ server model.  

4.  What is Normalisation? Explain different types of Normalisation. Explain the concept 
of functional dependency with an example..  

5.   Describe the function and role of Database Administrator(DBA) in DBMS. 

6.  Mention the important features of the following file organisations :  
 (i) Sequential  (ii)  Indexed sequential  (iii) Direct  

7. What are the different views in DBMS? Describe the aggregation and specialization, 
with the help of a suitable example for each and how they are represented in E-R 
diagram..  

8.  Explain the following Relational Algebraic operations .Also give an example for each.  
 (i) Projection    (ii) Selection  (iii) Cartesian Product       (iv) Join 

9. Describe advantages and disadvantages of Database Management System. What are 
the application areas of DBMS? Explain giving examples. 

10. Write short notes on :  
 (a) Dynamic Data Exchange    
 (b) Object Oriented DBMS     
 (c) Hierarchical database model 
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Nalanda Open University 
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Bachelor in Computer Application (BCA), Part-II 

Paper-XI (Introduction to Computer Organisation), CS-64 
Time: 3.00 Hrs.                                                                                         Full Marks: 80 

Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 

1. Simplify the given function using SOP and draw a circuit and Karnaugh map for it  :  
 F (a, b, c, d) = (1,2,5,6,8,9,11,12) 

2. What is Random Access Memory ? Explain its working with the help of its logic 
diagram.  

3. What is the function of the Control Unit ? Explain wilke's control unit with the help 
of a diagram.  

4. Explain the addressing modes used in microprocessos, giving an example of each.  

5. What is a parity bit ? Explain its use with the help of an example. Explain how error 
can be detected and corrected using Hamming error correcting  code.  

6. What are different types of  Registers used in a computer system? Explain any four 
types of registers.  

7. Explain the following instructions of 8086 microprocessor with the help of an 
example.  

 (i)  MUL  
 (ii)  JMP 
 (iii) AND  
 (iv) TEST  

8. What is Cache Memory ? Explain its organization and importance. Explain the three 
ways in which main memory block can be mapped in cache.  

9. What are Decoders ? Explain the working of a 3 x 8 Decoder using its logic diagram 
and truth table.  

10. Explain the following with the help of an  example/diagram.  
 (i) J-K flip-flop  
 (ii) Seek time and latency time  
 (iii) DMA  
 (iv) BCD  
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Paper-XIII (Multimedia), CS-66 
Time: 3.00 Hrs.                                                                                         Full Marks: 80 

Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 

1.   What is a Sound Card ? Explain its principle and working.  List any five facilities that 
need to be supported by a multimedia network for  educational services.  

2.   What is meant by multimedia and Hypermedia ? Explain the method of storing 
images in  vector format. Write some of its advantages . 

3.   Define multimedia. Describe any three components of Multimedia. Compare and 
contrast between knowledge  based and scenario based simulations.  

4.   What is video-conferencing ? Give its  advantages for business industry. Discuss the 
role of multimedia in knowledge transfer with the help of an example.  

5.   Explain the processes involved in planning and design of any multimedia 
application.  

6.   Explain the important features of Quick Time software used for developing 
multimedia applications.  

7.   Why 'compression' is necessary for multimedia data ? Explain some  compression 
formats available for  multimedia data like graphics, video and  images.  

8.   Describe some authoring tools. Describe the ways in which contents can be formatted 
and delivered in a Multimedia  Authoring System.  

9.   What is MIDI ? What features of MIDI  makes it suitable for multimedia applications?  

10 .  Write short notes on the following :   
 (a) Flash Software  
 (b) Morphing  
 (c) Photoshop Software  
 (d) Animation  
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Bachelor in Computer Application (BCA), Part-III 

Paper-XV [Computer Networks (CS-68)] 
Time: 3.00 Hrs.                                                                                         Full Marks: 80 

Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 

1. What is digital signal ? How it is different from analog signal? Explain with the help of 
suitable diagram. How signals are measured? 

2. What is transmission media? Why is it required? Explain different types of 
transmission media used for networking?  

3.   Define DNS. What is the need of DNS ? Give some examples of  DNS? Explain   
 the purpose of the following fields in TCP packet header ?  
 (i) Time to live  

 (ii) Sequence number. 

4.  What is the role of Data Link Layer in OSI model? Explain working of sliding window 

protocol with help of an example.  

 5.   Compare ATM layered architecture with OSI model. Explain which OSI layer is responsible 

for the followings :  

 (i)  Crash Recovery  (ii)  Email  

 (iii)  Error control  (iv)  Compression  

 (v)  Packet Fragmentation  

6.   What is multiplexing ? Explain different types of multiplexing with suitable 
examples. Which layer of OSI model  handles multiplexing? 

7. Explain different types of network topologies with their advantages and 
disadvantages. 

8. Explain different types of switching technique with suitable examples for each. 
Describe some protocols of Network  and Transport layer . 

9.  Explain the following terms. 
(i) Routers (ii) Full Duplex transmission 

 (iii) Hub (iv) Frame Relay  
10.   What is MAN ? Explain briefly how it is different from LAN and WAN. Which mode: 

Simplex, Half duplex, or Full duplex is used by the following and why ?  

 (i)   TV broadcast  (ii)  Mobile SMS  

 (iii)  Teleconferencing  (iv)  Walkie-Talkie communication. 
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Paper-XVI [TCP/IP Programming (CS-69)] 
Time: 3.00 Hrs.                                                                                         Full Marks: 80 

Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 

1. How are net-id and host-id distributed in class A, B and C ? What is a subnet? What 
is the concept of subnet masking? Name the address class of the following IPv4 
addresses and give their subnet mask: 
(i) 127.10.31.10 
(ii) 192.0.0.10 
(iii) 129.12.1.2 
(iv) 222.16.1.3 

2. Explain  TCP/IP layer protocol architecture with their use in the networking. Give 
examples to describe these protocol. 

3.   Differentiate between connection-oriented and connectionless services. Give  some 
examples to explain these concepts. 

4.   What is the use of  TCP in networking. How does TCP manage corrupted segments 
and lost acknowledgements? Explain  through an illustration.   

5. Compare and contrast between OSI model and TCP/IP model layer by layer.  
6. Explain Client/ Server model? What are the codes that the server must contain. 
7. Differentiate between the followings :   
  (i) Unicasting, Broadcasting and Multicasting.  
 (ii) Authentication and Authorization.  
8. Explain the terms : 
 (i) Acknowledgement Number 
 (ii) Checksum 
 (iii) Network Address. 
9. Write short notes on :  
 (i) Stream socket (ii) datagram socket  
 (iii)  Recursive solution  (iv) Iterative solution  
10. Explain the purpose and importance of the following TCP/IP header  field: 
 (i) Window size  (ii) Urgent pointer  
 (iii) Fragment offset  (iv) TTL  
 (v)  Header length 
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Paper-XVII [Introduction To Software Engineering (CS-70)] 
Time: 3.00 Hrs.                                                                                         Full Marks: 80 

Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 

1. Define DFD? What are the rules for drawing the DFD? Draw a DFD for University 

Examination  System. 

2.  How  planning help in better development of the software?  Explain different  tools used for 

planning with examples of each. 

3.  Why Risk management important? Explain different types risk? How planning helps to 

reduce risk? 

4.  What is the need of measuring different parameters of a software? Explain  various software 

metrics used . 

5.  Describe the phases of  System Development Life Cycle using waterfall model. 

6.  Explain the roles and responsibilities of the following personals in the s/w development 

process :  

   (i) Project Manager   (ii) Project Leader   (iii) Developer  

7.   Explain any two categories of CASE tools.  Explain any two recent developments that 
has influenced the s/w development  methodology.  

8. Explain the process of software  up-gradation, once the product is sold out to a 
customer / company.  Explain various s/w crisis from the user's point of view.  

9. Write short notes on the following :  
 (a) Project scheduling  
 (b) Project standards  
 (c)  Benchmark testing 

10. What is the role and function of System Analyst in Software Engineering. Explain  
giving examples. 
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Nalanda Open University 
Annual Examination - 2014 

Bachelor in Computer Application (BCA), Part-III 
Paper-XVIII [Computer Oriented Numerical Techniques (CS-71)] 

Time: 3.00 Hrs.                                                                                         Full Marks: 80 
Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. Calculator is allowed.    

1. (a) The equation 2x3 + 5x2 + 5x + 3 = 0 has a root in internal [–2, –1]. Find roots with the 
help of Regula Falsi method. 

 (b) Obtain the smallest positive root of the equation x3 – 5x + 1 = 0 by using  
3 iterations of the bisection method. 

2. Solve the system of equations : 
3x1 + 2x2 + x3 = 3 
2x1 + x2 + x3 = 0 

6x1 + 2x2 + 4x3 = 6 
 (Using Gauss Elimination method) Does the solution exist? 
3. Solve the following system of equations by Gauss-Sediel iteration method : 

2x1 + x2 – 3x3 + 9x4 = 31 
3x1 – 4x2 + 10x3 + x4 = 29 
2x1 + 12x2 + x3 – 4x4 = 13 
13x1 + 5x2 – 3x3 + x4 = 18 

  Carry out 4 iterations. 
4. (a) Find Lagrange's Interpolating Polynomial for the data. Hence obtain f(2). 

x 0 1 4 5 

f(x) 8 11 08 123 

 (b) Using divided difference, show that the following data : 
x 1 2 3 5 6 

f(x) 1 3 7 21 31 

  represents a second degree polynomial. Obtain this polynomial. Hence find the 
approximate value of f(4). 

5. (a) Find the Newton's forward difference interpolating Polynomial which agree with the 
table of values given below. Hence obtain the value of f(x) at x = 1.5 

x 1 2 3 4 5 6 

f(x) 10 19 40 79 142 235 

 (b) Evaluate the differences : 
  (i) ∇3[a2x3 + a1x + a0] (ii) ∇3[a3x3 + a2x2 + a1x + a0] 
6. (a) Find the first and second derivatives of f(x) at x = 1.1 from the following tabulated value 

: 
x 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

f(x) 0.000 0.1280 0.5440 1.2960 2.4320 4.0000 

 (b) Find f1(x) at x = 0.4 from the following table of values : 
x 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

f(x) 1.10517 1.22140 1.34986 1.49182 1.4256 

7. (a) State and Prove Trapezoidal Rule. 

 (b) Find an approximation to ∫
5.1

1.1
dxex  using Simpson's 

3

1
rd rule with h = 0.1. 

8. Using the fourth order Taylor's Series method find the solution of the differential equation y' 
= x – y2, y(0) = 1. Find y(0.1) talking h = 0.1. 

9. Using the Euler's method tabulate the solution of the IVP : 
 y' = – 2ty2, y(0) = 1 
 in the interval [0, 1] taking h = 0.1. 
10. Solve the following IVP's using Runge-Kutla second order method : 

y' = 
ty

ty

+
−

, y(0) = 1 

 Find y(0.5) taking h = 0.5 
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Paper-XX [Theory of Computer Science (CS-73)] 
Time: 3.00 Hrs.                                                                                         Full Marks: 80 

Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 

1. Explain Finite Automata. Describe different types of Finite Automata with examples.    

2. Draw a Finite Automata(FA)  which  accepts all the words in 0 and 1, with each word 
containing even number of 0's and odd number of 1's. If the resultant FA is an NFA 
then draw an equivalent DFA for it. 

3. Explain Pumping Lemma for Context Free Language? Show that the Language  
L= {ap| p>0} is not Context Free . 

4. For the following regular expression, construct equivalent finite automata: 
 (i) a(a+bb)aa*+(ab)* 
 (ii) 10+10*+1*01+01 
 (iii) 0(00*+10*+1*0*)1 
 (iv) (aa+bab+bb)*  

5. Explain the difference between Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) and 
Nondeterministic Finite Automata (NFA) with an example. 

6. Draw a Turing machine for product function given as: 
  F(m, n) = { m*n, for m>0, n>0. 
                         otherwise 0 } 

7. Draw a Push Down Automata (PDA) for the Language L= {ancbn | n>0} . Also 
explain its transition table. 

8.  Explain Primitive recursion. Show that subtraction and factorial function  is primitive 
recursive.  

 9. Write short notes on any three:  
 (i) Regular Expression 
 (ii) Chomsky Normal Form 
 (iii) Decidable and Undecidable Problem 
 (iv) Ambiguity in CFG 

10. What are the applications of Theory of Computations? Explain. Describe some 
unsolvable problems. 
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Paper-XXI [Introduction To Internet Programming (CS-74)] 
Time: 3.00 Hrs.                                                                                         Full Marks: 80 

Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 

1. Why Java is known as pure Object Oriented Language? What is super key word in 
Java ? Explain  with example.  

2. Differentiate between overloading and  overriding with the help of suitable example. 
What is the difference in final and finally in Java ? Explain with example.  

3. What is byte code in Java ? How does repaint ( ) method work for  Applets in Java. 
Explain with an  example. 

4. Explain the following : 
 (i) Class and object 
 (ii) Unicode  
 (iii) Wrapper Classes 
         (iv) The instance of Operator 

5. Write a program in Java to print the  following output using  2 - D array for a given 
integer n.  

 1  
 2 2  
 3 3 3  
 4 4 4 4  
 n n n n-- -n  

6. Describe a package and its relationship with classes. Write a program in Java to copy 
one file to  another file using command line  arguments.  

7. Differentiate between throw and  throws in  Java with the help of an example.  What 
is Java virtual machine ? Explain Java Buzzwords. 

8. What are user-defined exceptions? Explain the advantage of user defined exceptions 
with suitable example. What is the difference between keyword throw and throws?  

9. Write a java program to find whether a given string is a substring or not, of a string 
provided as input to the program.  What is Servlet ? Explain the use of GET and 
POST methods.  

10. Describe the following classes : 
 (i)  Exception class 
 (ii) Runtime exception class 
 (iii) I/O exception class 
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Bachelor in Computer Application (BCA), Part-III 

Paper-XXII [Internet Administration (CS-75)] 
Time: 3.00 Hrs.                                                                                         Full Marks: 80 

Answer any Five questions. All questions carry equal marks. 
 

1. With the help of a protocol stack diagram, explain the layered  architecture of WAP.  

2. Describe encryption/decryption as a method of ensuring security.  Discuss any  three 
implementation methods 

3. Describe all the features that an editor tools should provide. Explain various features 
that need to be  offered by the editors for web authoring. Also list any 4 web 
authoring tools. 

4. Write short notes on the following : 
  (i) FTP services 

 (ii) AOL Server 
 (iii) WN Server 

5. Write the features of CGI scripting. Also Mention any two disadvantages of CGI 
based applications. Define the proxy server. List and explain  the classifications of 
proxy servers. 

6. Explain the following concepts: 
 (i)  SMTP 

   (ii) IMAP 
 (iii) JDBC 

7. Explain the working of Post Office Protocol (POP).  What are distributed databases ? 
Explain their role in an Intranet.  

8. On what basis would you choose between public key algorithm or symmetric key 
algorithm in an application ? Explain with the help of an appropriate example, the 
use of each. 

9. What is a Search Engine ? How is it useful for Internet/Intranet ? Give the names of      
any four Search engines. Write the main function of each of the following : 

 Telnet, Rlogin, SSH and RSH. 

10. Write short notes for the following :   
  (a) Distributed mail system protocol  
 (b) Internet server API  
 (c) Security threats in Internet.  
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